ZOMBIES IN THE CAFETERIA

Let’s have some Pumpkin Patch fun with a game called Zombies in the Cafeteria.

This is a group game where each player thinks of a funny characteristic about a zombie. As we share our zombie characteristics, the next players have to remember everything that’s been said, plus make up something new.

Here’s an example:
Player 1: Did you hear about the Zombie in the Cafeteria?
Player 2: No, what did it look like?
Player 1: It had one eye shut. *(Names and acts out a characteristic.)*

*The entire class acts out the zombie description.*

Player 2: Did you hear about the Zombie in the Cafeteria?
Player 3: No, what did it look like?
Player 2: It had one eye shut, and giant ears! *(Names and acts out the previous characteristic, plus a new one.)*

*The entire class acts out the zombie description.*

Play continues with Players 3 and 4, and so on…

[See the Demonstration on YouTube]